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ImTOO PSP Video Converter is a powerful PSP MP4 converter, PSP movie converter and
PSP converter to convert videos of all formats to PSP movie MP4 and PSP MPEG-4
H.264/AVC. The PSP video converter can also convert all popular video formats to PS3
MPEG-4 videos, as well as convert audios like WMA, WAV, M4A, AAC and AC3 to PSP
music MP3. With super fast conversion speed and excellent image/sound quality, the
converted videos are right for your PSP.

Specially designed for Sony PSP, ImTOO PSP Video Converter can convert movie,
video, music and photo on your computer to your PSP. The PS3 video conversion at
different resolutions (480p, 720p, 1080p) is also supported.
The PSP converter can convert AVI, MPEG, WMV, MP4, DivX, MOV, AVCHD, MKV,
FLV, 3GP, VOB, GIF, RM and ASF to PSP video MP4, H.264/AVC and convert WMA,
WAV, M4A, AAC, AC3, OGG, CUE, APE, CDA to PSP MP3.
Not only a PSP converter, but also a PS3 converter to convert videos to PS3 formats.
Besides, it supports high image quality mode and the minimum file size for PSP, as
well as high-definition 1080p for PS3.

Main Functions

PSP Video ConverterConvert video to PSP MP4/MPEG-4 video
A PSP movie converter to convert many kinds of video formats to PSP video, e.g. AVI to
PSP, MPEG to PSP, WMV to PSP, VOB to PSP.

PSP Movie ConverterConvert audio to PSP music
A PSP MP3 converter to convert WMA, WAV, M4A, AAC, AC3, OGG, CUE to PSP music
MP3, M4A, WAV, WMA.

PSP ConverterPS3 video converter
Convert various video formats like AVI, MPEG, WMV, MP4, DivX, MOV, H.264/AVC, MKV,
3GP to PS3 MPEG-4 video.

PSP MP4 converterPicture video converter
Convert JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP pictures to PSP videos for enjoying pictures like watching a
movie on your PSP.

Key Features

Save your valuable time and get the highest speed with support of multi-core CPU
during the conversion.
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The PSP movie converter can convert videos all at once with multithreading and batch
conversion support.

Split a large file into smaller video clips to fit your PSP memory by customizing the file
size or time length.

Directly convert a desired segment out of one file by specifying the start time and
duration to play on your PSP.

Get dozens of output files with the same content simply by adding multiple files to one
source.

The PSP MP4 converter defines the target file size you want to fit your PSP with
Bitrate Calculator.

Provide adjustable parameters including bit rate, frame rate, sample rate, codec,
channel and quality.

Preview the source file before converting and capture favorite movie images to save
as JPG, PNG, GIF, BMP.

Run the PSP converter in the background during conversion to save resources; auto
shut down PC when job is done.

system   requirements

OS :                          Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Ready
Processor :             1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :                        256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card :         Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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